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Problems related to knowledge sharing in design and manufacture, for supporting 
automated decision-making procedures, are associated with the inability to communicate 
the full meaning of concepts and their intent within and across system boundaries. To 
remedy these issues, it is important that the explicit structuring of  semantics, i.e. 
meaning in computation form, is first performed and that these semantics become 
sharable across systems. This paper proposes a Common Logic-based ontological 
foundation as a basis for capturing the meaning of core feature-oriented design and 
manufacture concepts. This foundation serves as a semantic ground over which design 
and manufacture knowledge models can  be configured in an integrity-driven way. The 
implications involved in the specification of the ontological foundation are discussed 
alongside the types of mechanisms that allow knowledge models to be configured. A test 
case scenario is then analysed in order to further support and verify the researched 
approach.  
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1 Introduction 
 
The rationale behind ensuring the seamless exchange of manufacturing knowledge 
within and across enterprise boundaries, is dominated by the need to speed up the 
production of goods and services at lower cost, while ensuring higher levels of quality 
and customisation (Mertins et al., 2008). Specifically in Product Lifecycle 
Management (PLM), knowledge which is shared for collaborative product 
development not only resides and cuts across various product lifecycle phases, but 
also involves groups that may jointly function within institutional boundaries as well 
as across multiple organisations (Hameed et al., 2004). 
Therefore, in modern PLM, design and manufacturing knowledge handled by 
decision support systems has to be efficiently communicated across the entire 
lifecycle. Interoperable knowledge, for instance, is paramount to the integration of 
mechanical analysis into the design process, one of the most obvious and crucial 
requirements, particularly during the early stages of design (Aifaoui et al., 2006). 
However, seamless interoperability to effectively support collaborative product 
development, is still not completely achievable. This lack of seamless exchange 
capability is costly to many globally distributed industries since significant amounts 
of money are spent into overcoming the related problems (Research Triangle Institute, 
1999; Brunnermeier and Martin, 2002). 
There exist two obvious yet problematic solutions to realising interoperable 
knowledge sharing. The first is linked to the adoption of an all-embracing common 
rigid model across systems. This approach to interoperability is, however, immensely 
problematic and remains a very unlikely scenario (Hameed et al., 2004), as the level 
of flexibility required by multiple systems would be greatly affected. The other 
possibility involves allowing different systems to develop and use their preferred 
methods, and to later worry about information exchanges. This approach provides 
multiple systems with their desired level of flexibility. Unfortunately, the translation 
mechanisms that would be needed for allowing inter-system interpretation and sharing 
of semantics would demand considerable effort and may not provide optimal 
solutions. 
Another possible way to tackle this issue, which is explored in this paper, is to 
adopt a direction where the meaning, in computational form, associated to core 
feature-based design and manufacturing concepts is established. These foundation 
semantics use formal heavyweight ontological structures (Gómez-Pérez et al., 2004; 
Young et al., 2007) for defining the meaning behind entity information, such as 
standard features, and machining process execution knowledge. It is to be pointed out 
that although there has been a range of work that has focused on foundation 
ontologies (Pease and Niles, 2002; Masolo et al., 2003; Borgo and Leitão, 2008) the 
scope of these foundation ontologies has remained relatively broad. This suggests the 
key ongoing concern of how effective foundation ontology approaches can be tailored 
to support the communication requirements of manufacturing (Young et al., 2007).  
The heavyweight ontological foundation explored in this work targets a 
different level of granularity compared to existing foundation ontologies. Such a 
foundation supports the argument for a common set of core feature-oriented semantics 
that can be reused and extended via rigorous ontological mechanisms, by multiple 
domains. The approach identified in this paper has been experimented in a test case 
scenario whose scope is based on the configuration of a knowledge model of hole 
features in manufacturing. 
 
2 Semantics in design and manufacture 
 
Figure 1 opens the issues arising in the quest for semantic interoperability, based on a 
design and manufacture information organisation perspective. For any given product 
family whose evolution follows the epicycles in product lifecycle development 
(Subrahmanian et al., 2005), several views of the same artifact are bound to exist 
when considered from the different nodes residing in the product lifecycle such as 
conceptual design, detailed design, manufacturing, operation, etc. In Figure 1, these 
multiple perspectives include “Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing”, 
“Function”, “Process Planning and Execution”, “Machining Resource” and may 
consist of other views as well. Multiple perspectives of the same artifact result in 
multi-viewpoint models (Kugathasan and McMahon, 2001; Gunendran and Young, 
2006). Multi-viewpoint models of a type of product naturally overlap with each other 
since they pertain to the same artifact.  
 
[Figure 1 to be inserted about here] 
 
 
The example in Figure 1 suggests that product features in design and 
manufacture are often defined based on view-specific semantic information structures. 
The capture and representation of similar structures are necessary in order to support 
multi-viewpoint information sharing (Kugathasan and McMahon, 2001; Canciglieri 
and Young, 2003; Gunendran and Young, 2006). Furthermore, to capture the 
interactions between elements from different view-specific semantics, relationships 
need to be made across views so that the knowledge contained in one viewpoint can 
be interpreted in another without any loss of meaning. For example, based on the 
nominal dimensions and tolerances carried by the features shown in Figure 1, it could 
be possible to identify potential machining processes, in order to establish the inputs 
and outputs between the feature entities and relevant machining process execution 
sequences. 
On the other hand, the ability to harness the appropriate semantic 
technologies, in order to facilitate the explicit capture of domain semantics in 
computational form (formalisation) and to support shared meaning across knowledge 
models (i.e. formal models of domains), constitutes another key aspect. Several 
families of knowledge representation formalisms have been developed to capture and 
represent semantic structures. Such formalisms include among others Frame-based 
languages (Wang et al., 2006), Description Logic-based languages (Baader et al., 
2007) and Common Logic (ISO/IEC 24707, 2007) altogether forming a repertoire of 
languages with different levels of expressiveness as far as the representation of 
semantics is concerned (Ray, 2004). It has been acknowledged that there is an 
ongoing need for more mathematically rigorous approaches to ensure that the true 
meaning of terminology coming from different systems is identical, to permit 
computational comparisons of the meaning of terms (Young et al., 2007; Das et al., 
2007). For this reason, this works builds on top of this understanding through the 
exploration of a heavyweight Common Logic ontology-based approach. 
3 Ontology-based approach 
 
The ontology-based approach applied to the specification of a heavyweight 
ontological foundation, while supporting the configuration of multiple design and 
manufacture knowledge models, is illustrated in Figure 2. The diagram firstly 
identifies a “Foundation Layer” which provides the capability to address the semantic 
structures needed for capturing the meaning of core concepts. The provision of 
adequate ontology-based mechanisms then allow multiple knowledge models to be 
constructed in the “Domain Ontology Layer”. The implications of each layer are 
discussed next. 
 
[Figure 2 to be inserted about here] 
 
3.1 Foundation layer 
 
3.1.1 Knowledge Framework Language (KFL) 
 
The “Foundation Layer” comprises two characteristic elements, namely a rigorous 
Common Logic-based ontological formalism over which a heavyweight 
manufacturing ontological foundation is constructed. Figure 3 provides a more 
detailed view of the “Foundation Layer”. From the diagram, it can be seen that the 
rigorous Knowledge Framework Language (KFL), a Common Logic-based formalism 
developed by Ontology Works Inc. (2009), imparts the syntax and first-order 
semantics, governing the way in which the heavyweight manufacturing ontological 
foundation is formalised.  
 
[Figure 3 to be inserted about here] 
 
3.1.2 Heavyweight manufacturing ontological foundation 
 
The heavyweight manufacturing ontological foundation captures and expressively 
represents generic entity information and process semantics, together with some of the 
overlapping relationships that hold between entities and processes (refer to Figure 3). 
These semantics are applicable to a spectrum of viewpoints and domains in product 
design and manufacture. 
The accommodation of process semantics in the “Foundation Layer” involves 
the formalisation of relevant concepts from the Process Specification Language 
ontology (PSL) (ISO 18629, 2005). Since it has been shown that PSL provides 
intuitions for reasoning about various forms of processes (Chen et al., 2003; Bock and 
Gruninger, 2005; Bock, 2006; Das et al., 2007), this implies that PSL provides a 
suitable choice for the capture of generic process semantics. As a result of the current 
limitations of PSL to relate to resource definitions and to products inputs and outputs 
(Young et al., 2007), the “Object” concept from PSL has been expanded to include a 
broader understanding of entity information semantics. It is to be noted that PSL is 
currently available as an ontology written in the Common Logic Interchange Format 
(CLIF) (Process Specification Language Website, 2009), thereby implying its 
straight-forward implementation expressed in KFL. 
To capture generic entity information semantics, the fundamentals from the 
revised Core Product Model (CPM) (Fenves et al., 2004) and those from STEP 
10303-224 (ISO 10303 AP224, 2006)  are being exploited and adapted to the needs of 
the “Foundation Layer”. This is because the CPM is a generic, abstract model that can 
be used as a starting point for capturing foundation entity information semantics. Due 
to the fact that the CPM exists as a conceptual model while favouring extensions in 
order to make the model readily expandable (Fenves et al., 2005), the latter does not, 
for example, focus on how specific types of features need to be semantically defined. 
For this particular reason, concepts from ISO 10303 AP224 have been exploited 
because of the slant onto wide-ranging feature definitions and also because features 
support the integration between design and manufacture (Abouel Nasr and Kamrani, 
2006; Dartigues et al., 2007; Nassehi et al., 2007). 
 
3.1.3 Formalisation of heavyweight semantics 
 
Since PSL has been well-documented in literature, this section concentrates on the 
main types of intuitions used in the formalisation of entity information semantics in 
the “Foundation Layer”. Figure 4 illustrates a high-level IDEF5 (Knowledge Based 
Systems Inc., 1994) schematic diagram of main classes present in the taxonomy for 
the “Object” class. The abstract “Core_Entity” class involves the basic semantics of 
features and artifacts that hold features, while the abstract “Core_Property” class is 
present to provide more detailed semantics, primarily used towards product feature 
definitions and their behaviours. Other classes such as “Shape_Aspect” and “Feature” 
in turn have classification information, which is hidden on Figure 4. 
 
[Figure 4 to be inserted about here] 
 
 
A foundation intuition, for example, captures the idea that core entities may 
need to hold some function, which is an essential factor that governs the existence of 
design entities in the first place. By adding an axiom to capture the constraint that 
every core entity holds some function, it is possible to enforce an optional necessary 
condition, which is also carried upwards to the “Domain Ontology Layer”. Figure 5 
depicts the KFL statement of this integrity constraint (IC), i.e. axiom, and the related 
IDEF5 schematic indicating the binary relation “holds_function” with the classes 
“Core_Entity” and “Function” as arguments to the relation.  
In KFL, there are four degrees of gravity relating to the violation of ICs and 
are identified as “weak”, “soft”, “hard” and “adamant” (in ascending order of 
gravity). A weak IC, when infringed, would simply indicate an irregularity which 
does not necessarily constitute a problem. A soft IC is stronger than a weak IC and 
does not prevent an instance loading process from taking place. A hard IC completely 
prevents a wrong action from being committed, while an adamant IC is one which 
indicates a necessity and is destined to be used for the KFL meta-ontology system. 
Thus, the logical expression in Figure 5 together with the “:IC soft” line appended to 
it, capture the intuition that the identification of every instance of “Core_Entity” can 
be accompanied by the optional statement of some instance of “Function” that is held 
by the “Core_Entity” instance. In the event that this IC is violated, the required 
message is flagged to prompt the irregularity to the knowledge engineer. 
 
[Figure 5 to be inserted about here] 
 
 
The formulation of ICs is a vital part of heavyweight ontological approaches, 
as they support the formal interpretation of terms and conditions within ontologies, 
unlike lightweight ontological approaches that assume that the meaning behind the 
terms is readily understood. To further illustrate the strength of heavyweight 
semantics, some of the formal intuitions behind the interpretation of the 
“Round_Hole” class, a sub-class of “Feature”, are captured in Figure 6. The relevant 
classes and relations that take part in the logical expressions in Figure 6 are shown in 
the accompanying IDEF5 schematics. 
 
[Figure 6 to be inserted about here] 
 
 
Two sub-classes of “Shape_Aspect” namely “Circular_Closed_Profile” and 
“Linear_Path” support the geometry and dimensional semantics of “Round_Hole”. 
The binary relation “holds_shape” associates the class “Round_Hole” to the required 
“Shape_Aspect” and the unary relations “through” and “blind” dictate the behaviour 
of the class “Circular_Closed_Profile” when associated to “Round_Hole”. It is to be 
noted that all the ICs present in Figure 6 are appended with an “:IC hard” line, which 
implies that if any of these conditions is violated, a transaction such as the loading of 
instances to a KB, would not take place until the infringed IC is corrected 
accordingly. This helps ensure the semantic consistency and enrichment of populated 
knowledge. 
 
3.2 Domain ontology layer 
 
The “Domain Ontology Layer” is at the second level of the ontology-based approach. 
Reusable foundation semantics from the “Foundation Layer” can be specialised, i.e. 
configured, for the development of knowledge models. In the context of this paper, a 
knowledge model refers to a domain ontology together with its associated KB. These 
domain ontologies may be regarded as being extensions to the “Foundation Layer” 
and have their semantic structures not only based on foundation semantics but also 
based on the formalisation of relevant domain-specific rules, constraints, preferences 
and terminologies.  
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.1 Contexts for knowledge models 
 
During the configuration of knowledge models from the “Foundation Layer”, it is 
possible to envisage the use of terms, that are the same as in the heavyweight 
ontological manufacturing foundation, to refer to different domain-centric intuitions. 
Similarly, two separately-developed knowledge models could be employing the same 
terms to mean different notions. At first sight this would lead to semantic conflicts. 
However, following the proposed ontology-based approach, knowledge models are 
built “within contexts”. “Contexts” are very similar to namespaces applied to the 
Semantic Web. Contexts for knowledge models have two main purposes namely (1) 
to distinguish between elements and attributes from different vocabularies with 
different meanings that happen to share the same name (Harold and Means, 2004) and 
(2) to group all related ontological entities from a single ontology together so that 
implementation platforms can easily identify them. 
 
3.2.2 Ontological relationships and integrity constraints 
 
Other mechanisms that allow specialisation to take place in the “Domain Ontology 
Layer” consist of two fundamental ontological relationships. The taxonomy of 
domain classes can be made homogeneous and logical using the principle of 
specialisation through subsumption (Rector, 2003). The “super-class-sub-class” 
ontological relation allows the specialisation of domain classes and taxonomy to take 
place. The other ontological relationship, which is not a subsumption relation, is the 
notion of “instance-of”, which makes the population of individuals possible through 
the instantiation of classes. These two ontological relations are key to the internal 
structure of any knowledge model, and are thus accounted for in all meta-model 
ontologies such as the Ontology Works Upper Level Ontology for KFL, the Protégé 
knowledge model (Noy et al., 2000) and that of Ontolingua (Gruber, 1992).  
Figure 7 illustrates how the “super-class-sub-class” subsumption relation is 
used to specialise the “Round_Hole” and “Function” classes into the domain-specific 
notions of “Locating_Hole” and “Assembly_Function” respectively. Another 
heavyweight mechanism that allows the configuration of knowledge models to occur 
is through the specification of domain-defined ICs. In the previous section, one of the 
features of ICs as a means to embed foundation ontological axioms as prescriptions to 
complement semantic knowledge (Mäs et al., 2005), has been exposed. In addition to 
this, ICs also have a direct influence onto the semantic conformance of knowledge 
models. Figure 7 hence depicts two legal domain-defined ICs which could be 
established to provide reasoning over “Locating_Hole” and “Assembly_Function”. 
Such ICs involve the reuse of foundation semantics such as the relation 
“holds_function” and can exist within knowledge models as long as they conform to 
and do not violate foundation ICs. The “Foundation” term used in the logic 
expressions identifies the “context” for the term “holds_function”. 
 
[Figure 7 to be inserted about here] 
 
3.2.3 Discrete knowledge representation 
 
In the “Domain Ontology Layer”, instantiation is the process of asserting facts 
(instances) and fact sentences (statements about how instances are related) to capture 
concrete states of a domain ontology in the KB associated to the ontology. 
Instantiation is a valuable process for the representation of reusable design and 
manufacture domain knowledge. The successful population of instances demands the 
satisfaction of all the related foundation and domain-specific ICs set over their 
classes. Figure 8 identifies how the population of instances takes place for capturing 
the knowledge related to a machining process sequence for making a particular 
“Locating_Hole”. The ontological relationship “inst” firstly relates individuals to the 
corresponding classes that they instantiate. Furthermore, the figure also points to the 
formulation of fact sentences through the reuse of foundation relations to bind 
instance arguments together.  
“Make_Hole_X” “occurrence_of” “Make_Hole” and “Reaming_Occ” 
“subactivity_occurrence” “Make_Hole_X” are examples of fact sentences. The 
classes “Activity” and “Activity_Occurrence” as well as the relations “occurrence_of” 
and “subactivity_occurrence” are concepts that originate from PSL. It is to be noted 
that the bold dotted arrow in Figure 8 reflects the linear ordering PSL-based semantics 
over the subactivity occurrences of “Make_Hole_X”. In addition, the relations “input” 
and “output” are defined foundation relations which can be reused for stating the 
participation semantics of entity information with manufacturing processes. 
 
[Figure 8 to be inserted about here] 
 
4 Implementation  
 
The implementation of the “Foundation Layer” and the “Domain Ontology Layer” 
follow the Knowledge Engineering Methodology prescribed by (Noy and 
McGuinness, 2001). The Integrated Ontology Development Environment (IODE) 
V2.1.1 developed by Ontology Works Inc. (2009) has been employed as ontology 
implementation platform, because the latter is capable of handling expressive 
Common Logic-based semantic structures. In IODE, ontology files firstly undergo a 
“parsing” stage for identifying warnings and obvious errors such as missing 
parentheses in logic statements. If the parsing stage is correct, the “loading” phase is 
initiated where ICs are checked against the system’s own ICs for any consistency 
violations. When the loading phase is completed, the “saving” phase is prompted so 
that the ontology can be saved in IODE. 
 
4.1 Implementation of the foundation layer 
 
Figure 9 portrays the implemented and saved “Foundation Layer”. A majority of the 
classes present in the taxonomy for the heavyweight manufacturing ontological 
foundation is shown. The figure highlights the class “Round_Hole” and its informal 
description, together with the relations for which the class “Feature”, and hence 
“Round_Hole”, is an argument to. These relations include, for example, the unary 
relation “compound” for the statement of complex features that are composed of 
singleton features, and the binary relation “holds_feature”, which is used to associate 
features to artifacts. Figure 9 also depicts two of the implemented ICs relevant to the 
class “Round_Hole”.  
 
[Figure 9 to be inserted about here] 
 
4.2 Configuration and implementation of a knowledge model 
 
This section documents the configuration and implementation of a test case scenario, 
which focuses on the specialisation of a “Machining Hole Feature Ontology A” and 
its KB from the “Foundation Layer”. The aim of the test case is to prove the ways in 
which the “Foundation Layer” facilitates the specialisation of the knowledge model, 
such that a semantically rich and accurate representation of the ontology and the 
instances populated in its KB are obtained. 
 
4.2.1 Machining hole feature ontology 
 
The diagram in Figure 10 provides an insight into the type of part family being 
investigated. In this scenario, a “Housing_Part_Family” is considered and the various 
concepts developed within “Machining Hole Feature Ontology A” are attuned to the 
geometry, dimensional and machining process execution viewpoints. It is to be 
pointed out that Figure 10 does not represent a concrete state of the domain ontology, 
but in fact reflects some of configured entity information concepts, machining process 
concepts and informally expressed domain-defined ICs. 
 
[Figure 10 to be inserted in about here] 
 
 
An example of customised entity information semantics is present in the 
specification of the “Counterbore_Hole” class. The latter is specified as being a sub-
class of “Feature”, of compound property, that aggregates the “Round_Hole” sub-
classes “Drilled_Hole” and “Counterbore” as elements of “Counterbore_Hole”. Some 
of the essential axioms governing the interpretation of “Counterbore_Hole” are listed 
in Figure 10. In addition to entity information semantics, domain-specific process 
semantics are also under consideration in the “Machining Hole Feature Ontology A”. 
One such example appears on Figure 10, where the informal semantics for the class 
“Reamed_Hole_Making”, a sub-class of the foundation class “Activity”, are 
identified. PSL-based semantics from the PSL-Core and Outer-Core theories are used 
to provide the essential formal linear ordering semantics involved in the execution of 
“Reamed_Hole_Making”. The domain ontology also takes into account the 
participation semantics between “Reamed_Hole” and the machining process class 
“Reamed_Hole_Making” which outputs “Reamed_Hole”. 
 
4.2.2 Implementation of the domain ontology 
 
Figure 11 illustrates the procedure for implementing the “Machining Hole Feature 
Ontology A”. Within the ontology development environment, the saved “Foundation 
Layer” is first cloned for retaining all foundation semantic structures. The cloned 
“Foundation Layer” is renamed to “Machining Hole Feature Ontology A” and the 
corresponding domain ontology file is parsed, loaded and saved to the new Object 
Management System (OMS). During this process, a few warnings and errors were 
flagged. These occurred during the parsing phase of the ontology file. Figure 11 
shows (1) warnings as a result of confusing variables declared in some domain-
defined ICs and (2) an error which occurred due to an incorrect reuse of the 
foundation unary relation “base”, which forms part of the semantics of features of 
compound property. These warnings and errors have prompted the necessary 
rectifications prior to a successful loading and saving of the domain ontology. 
 
[Figure 11 to be inserted about here] 
 
 
Figure 12 provides a browsed view of the saved domain ontology. The top 
portion of the diagram illustrates domain-defined process semantics. The taxonomy 
for the foundation class “Activity” contains the specialised machining process classes. 
The “Reamed_Hole_Making” class, for example, carries informal information in the 
form of remarks, but is also rigorously defined via the specification of domain-
specific ICs. The bottom part of the diagram then identifies domain-defined entity 
information concepts. The highlighted “Counterbore_Hole” class also carries informal 
remarks as well as formal ICs. All the different types of features making up the 
“Housing_Part_Family” are also shown, alongside the configuration of the foundation 
class “Length_Measure” used to associate dimensional parameters to these types of 
features.  
 
[Figure 12 to be inserted about here] 
 
4.2.3 Populating the KB for the domain ontology 
 
Figure 13 identifies part of a concrete state of the domain ontology captured through 
the specification of facts and fact sentences. The diagram exemplifies, in an informal 
way, samples of instances defined for representing discrete knowledge. In the figure, 
“Reamed_Hole_A” carries specific dimensional and tolerance parameters. These 
parameters also apply to “Reamed_Hole_B”, although the two are different instances 
as their placements in space vary. The compound feature “Counterbore_Hole_A” 
aggregates two instances namely “Drilled_Hole_E” and “Counterbore_A”, which in 
turn carry their own semantics.  
Furthermore, specific branches of the occurrence tree are constrained so as 
capture the relevant machining process sequences. The activity occurrence 
“occA_Hole_Centre_Drilling” constitutes the initial occurrence in the tree. In Figure 
13, it is also possible to view two complex activity occurrences namely 
“occ_Make_Reamed_Holes_AB” and “occ_Make_Counterbore_Hole_A”. The 
instances “Reamed_Hole_A” and “Reamed_Hole_B” become outputs of the 
occurrence “occ_Make_Reamed_Holes_AB” after the latter has been executed. 
Similarly, the instance “Counterbore_Hole_A” becomes an output of the occurrence 
“occ_Make_Counterbore_Hole_A”. During the commitment of instances to the KB 
for “Machining Hole Feature Ontology B”, a complete product representation of the 
artifact shown in Figure 13 has been captured as well as the related process 
knowledge. 
 
[Figure 13 to be inserted about here] 
 
 
The instance file containing the facts and fact sentences used for the scenario 
in Figure 13 are loaded in the KB of the domain ontology using the “Asserter” tool as 
shown in Figure 14. In the first attempt to load and save the instance file, two hard IC 
violations and eight soft IC violations have been reported in the “Assertion Log”. The 
source of the infringements appear at the end of each listed violated IC (not shown in 
Figure 14 for clarity). As a result of the hard IC violations, for example, “Every 
counterbore hole involves a drilled hole and a counterbore which are elements of the 
counterbore hole”, the first commitment transaction of instances to the KB is rejected.  
 
[Figure 14 to be inserted about here] 
 
 
On consulting the instance file, it was discovered, for example, that missing 
information was present in the specification of the “Counterbore_Hole_A” instance 
(see Figure 13) where “Drilled_Hole_E” and “Counterbore_A” were not aggregated 
under the compound feature “Counterbore_Hole_A”. Note also from Figure 14 the 
soft IC violation “Every core entity holds some function”, which is present because 
core entities from the machining viewpoint do not carry semantics about their 
functions, as this is more relevant to the functional design viewpoint. Five other soft 
ICs, which involve process-based semantics, have also been reported in the 
“Assertion Log” such as “If an occurrence of drilling is allowed, then an occurrence 
of reaming immediately after it may be allowed”. The consequence of soft ICs is not 
detrimental to the integrity of instances being populated under “Machining Hole 
Feature Ontology A”. However, the occurrence of hard ICs in the instance file 
prevents the commitment transaction from taking place.  
Facts with hard IC violations are rectified accordingly, reloaded and checked 
for IC violations again, and saved in the KB. Figure 15 shows the 
“Counterbore_Hole_A” instance that has been successfully created and can be 
browsed from the “Instances” tab for the class “Counterbore_Hole”. The diagram also 
identifies successfully created instances of the class “Activity_Occurrence”. The 
complex activity occurrence instance “occ_Make_Reamed_Holes_AB” has been 
highlighted. Moreover, the subactivity occurrences of the complex occurrence can 
also be viewed, suggesting the complete and accurate representation of discrete 
knowledge articulated through ICs.  
 
5 Discussions 
 
The test case scenario has demonstrated how the integrity-driven configuration of a 
knowledge model can be achieved using foundation semantics structures, as well as 
the ontological mechanisms that allow knowledge model configuration to take place. 
It is evident from the approach that the specialisation of knowledge models is flexible 
enough to address the conceptual preferences of domains, thereby implying that the 
“Foundation Layer” supports customisable domain extensions, as long as they comply 
to the fundamental intuitions established in the “Foundation Layer”. 
The types of ICs explored in this paper have also shown that the population of 
instances in knowledge models can be carefully articulated. This provides an ideal 
direction to enable the meaningful capture and enrichment of manufacturing 
knowledge for reuse. In the test case, it is seen that although soft ICs do not have an 
impact on semantic integrity, yet when flagged, these raise the awareness of the 
knowledge engineer about the possible options available to assert additional semantics 
if needed. In other words, the action of ensuring that soft IC violations are corrected is 
not obligatory but may help to introduce additional semantics. 
Furthermore, the proposed approach could be extended to support industrial 
applications. Domain ontologies that derive from the “Foundation Layer” could be 
interfaced with Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) applications, for example, a 
Computer Aided Design (CAD) environment could be linked to a domain ontology 
that represents the semantics in solid modelling. The KB related to the domain 
ontology would be used as a repository for storing, accessing, updating and creating 
parts information. In addition, rigorous heavyweight semantics from PSL could be 
exploited towards monitoring shop-floor activities such as automated machining and 
assembly sequences. This is another area where the applied importance of ICs would 
be witnessed. These ICs would ensure that correct and complete information is 
captured and adequate procedures carried out. 
Following the explored ontology-based approach, it is feasible to suggest that 
if multiple knowledge models were configured from the same set of core foundation 
semantics, then, they would all share an overlapping definitional basis which would 
support knowledge model interoperability. This would help facilitate the ability to 
evaluate correspondences between knowledge models that have been constructed 
from the “Foundation Layer”. However, to be able to achieve such a capability, the 
identified ontology-based approach would require extensions to accommodate further 
mechanisms to permit the reconciliation of the content across knowledge models. 
Figure 16 thus illustrates our current view on a framework to support semantic 
interoperability in product design and manufacture.  
 
[Figure 16 to be inserted about here] 
 
 
In addition to the “Foundation Layer” and “Domain Ontology Layer”, two 
extra dimensions can be depicted namely (1) a “Semantic Reconciliation Layer” 
which supports the deployment of ontology mapping concepts and reusable semantic 
alignments in the form of mapping concepts and (2) an “Interoperability Evaluation 
Layer” which provides necessary querying mechanisms to retrieve and interpret 
semantic alignments between knowledge models that undergo the reconciliation 
process. Experimental work has already been conducted regarding the “Semantic 
Reconciliation Layer” and the “Interoperability Evaluation Layer” and is to be 
documented in a manuscript which is currently under preparation. 
 
6 Conclusions 
 
The Common Logic-based slant adopted in this work contributes to the motivation for 
new heavyweight ontological formalisms applied to the field of design and 
manufacture, as opposed to the frequently-exploited Semantic Web approaches, 
which to some extent are limited in terms of logical expressiveness. This is because 
Common Logic is a First Order Logic language for knowledge interchange that 
provides a core semantic framework for logic together with the basis for a set of 
syntactic forms (dialects) all sharing a common semantics (Delugach, 2005). This 
work hence fulfils the task of illustrating the potentials for more expressive 
formalisms to allow the integrity-driven configuration of design and manufacture 
knowledge models.  
However, it is clear from the breadth of the scope of this work, that it would 
be highly desirable to explore an extended heavyweight ontological foundation of 
design and manufacture. Extensions would require capturing a set of product lifecycle 
concepts, together with more complicated feature ranges such as pockets, splines and 
complex closed profiles. Moreover, to refine the definition of design and 
manufacturing features, an engaging facet would be the formalisation of relevant 
semantic relationships between part families and features. Such extensions would 
inevitably imply the need for improving the understanding behind the different 
nuances of conceptualisations within ontological foundations for design and 
manufacture. 
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Figure 9. Implemented “Foundation Layer” 
 
Figure 10. Example of explored domains-specific semantics 
 
Figure 11. Initial stage for implementing “Machining Hole Feature Ontology A” 
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Figure 16. Semantic Manufacturing Interoperability Framework (SMIF) 
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